Abstract: Building models of a biological system that are consistent with the myriad data available is one of the key challenges in biology. Modeling the structure and dynamics of macromolecular assemblies, for example, can give insights into how biological systems work, evolved, might be controlled, and even designed. Integrative structure modeling casts the building of structural models as a computational optimization problem, for which information about the assembly is encoded into a scoring function that evaluates candidate models. Here, we describe our open source software suite for integrative structure modeling, Integrative Modeling Platform (https://integrative modeling.org), and demonstrate its use.
Introduction
To understand the function of a macromolecular assembly, we must know the structure of its components and the interactions between them. [1] [2] [3] [4] However, direct experimental determination of such a structure is generally rather difficult, as no experimental method is universally applicable. For example, crystals suitable for X-ray crystallography cannot always be produced, especially for large assemblies of multiple components. 5 Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), on the other hand, can be used to study large assemblies, but it is generally limited to worse than atomic resolution. [6] [7] [8] Finally, molecular biology, biochemistry, and proteomics techniques, such as yeast two-hybrid, 9 affinity purification, 10 and mass spectrometry, 11 yield information about the interactions between proteins, but not the positions of these proteins within the assembly or the structures of the proteins themselves. One approach to solve this problem is integrative modeling, 12 which is an approach for characterizing the structures of large macromolecular assemblies that relies on multiple types of input Importance/Impact: Building models of a biological system that are consistent with the myriad data available is one of the key challenges in biology. Integrative structure modeling casts the building of structural models as a computational optimization problem, for which information about the assembly is encoded into a scoring function that evaluates candidate models. Here, we describe our open source software suite for integrative structure modeling, Integrative Modeling Platform (https://integrativemodeling.org), and demonstrate its use.
determined by integrative modeling, integrating information from multiple sources, including stoichiometry from protein quantification, protein proximities from subcomplex purification, protein positions from immuno-EM, sedimentation analysis that sheds light on protein and subcomplex shapes, and the overall NPC shape from EM, resulting in an ensemble of medium-resolution models. The models were summarized by a three-dimensional (3D) probability map, resembling an EM map and localizing the 456 constituent proteins with an average precision of approximately 5 nm. This map has revealed fundamental new insights into the function of the NPC as a gatekeeper controlling the entry into and exit from the nucleus of macromolecules, and also shed light on its evolution. 17, [19] [20] [21] Furthermore, this medium-resolution model has informed further modeling of the NPC components at higher resolution, including the Nup84 heptamer, 10, 22 Pom152, 23 and the Nup82 subcomplex. 24 The integrative structure determination procedure used here 18, 25, 26 is schematically shown in Figure 1. It proceeds through four stages. The first step is to collect all information that describes the system of interest, including data from wet lab experiments, structural propensities such as atomic statistical potentials, 27, 28 and physical laws such as molecular mechanics force fields. 29 Second, a suitable representation for the system is chosen depending on the quantity and resolution of the available information.
Different parts of a model may be represented at different resolutions, and a given part of the model may be represented at several different resolutions simultaneously. The available information is then translated into a set of spatial restraints on the components of the system. For example, in the case of characterizing the molecular architecture of the NPC, 17, 18 atomic structures of the protein subunits were not available, but the approximate size and shape of each protein was known, so each protein was represented as a "string" of connected spheres whose volumes were consistent with its size and shape. A simple distance between two proteins can be restrained by a harmonic function of the distance, while the fit of a model into a 3D EM density map can be scored by means of the cross-correlation between the model and experimental densities. Next, the spatial restraints are combined into a single scoring function that ranks alternative models based on their agreement with input information. Third, the alternative models are sampled using a variety of techniques, such as conjugate gradients, molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo (MC), 30 and divide-and-conquer message passing methods. 31 This sampling generally generates not a single structure, but an ensemble of models that are as consistent with the input information as possible. There may be many models that score well if the data are incomplete, or none if the data are inconsistent with each other due to errors or unconsidered multiplicity of states of the assembly. Finally, input information and output structures need to be analyzed to estimate structure precision and accuracy, detect inconsistent and missing information, and to suggest more informative future experiments. Assessment begins with structural clustering of the modeled structures produced by sampling, followed by assessment of the thoroughness of structural sampling, estimating structure precision based on variability in the ensemble of good-scoring structures, quantification of the structure fit to the input information, structure assessment by cross-validation, and structure assessment by data not used to compute it. Integrative modeling can iterate through these stages until a satisfactory model is built. Many iterations of the cycle may be required, given the need to gather more data as well as to resolve errors and inconsistent data.
We have developed the Integrative Modeling Platform (IMP) software (https://integrativemodeling.org/) 17, 18, 26, [32] [33] [34] to implement this integrative modeling procedure. Integrative modeling problems vary in size and scope. Thus, IMP offers a great deal of flexibility and several abstraction levels as part of a multitiered platform (Fig. 2) . At the lowest level, IMP is designed as a set of "building blocks," providing components and tools to allow method developers to convert data from new experimental methods into spatial restraints, to implement sampling and analysis techniques, and to implement an integrative modeling procedure from scratch, using the C11 and Python programming languages. IMP is freely available as open source software under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License. To allow a community of developers to easily add sources of information, sampling schemes and analysis methods, IMP is structured as a collection of selfcontained modules that can be developed and distributed independently. In IMP, models are encoded as collections of particles, each representing a piece of the system. Depending on the data available, particles can be used to create atomic, coarse-grained, and/or hierarchical representations. It is straightforward to represent a protein at any resolution, from fully flexible atomic models (one particle per atom), to rigid bodies, to coarse-grained models consisting of only one or a few particles for the whole protein. hydrogen-deuterium exchange, 40 chromosome conformation capture, 15 F€ orster resonance energy transfer (FRET), 41 and a variety of statistical potentials. 28 For most applications, the full flexibility of defining a system from the bottom up as sets of particles is unnecessary. IMP provides a higher-level interface called Python Modeling Interface (PMI) that allows for a top-down representation of the system, using biological names for protein subunits. It provides simple mechanisms to set up higher order structure, such as multiple copies of subunits or symmetry-related subsets of the system, at multiple resolutions. It also allows easy setup of the myriad advanced restraints available in IMP. Finally, it provides ready-built protocols and other utilities, for example to generate publication-ready plots. Using PMI, the entire modeling protocol can be described with a set of Python scripts, which are typically deposited, together with the input data and output models, in a publicly available repository, such as GitHub and the nascent Protein Data Bank (PDB) archive of integrative structures (https://pdb-dev. wwpdb.org/); 42 for examples, see Refs. 22,24,39, and [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Finally, at the highest abstraction levels, for users with limited programming experience, IMP provides less flexible but more user-friendly applications to handle specific tasks, such as fitting of proteins into a density map of their assembly, 31 scoring protein-ligand interactions, 49 combining multiple SAXS profiles, 50 comparing a structure with the corresponding SAXS profile, [51] [52] [53] or enriching pairwise docking using SAXS data, 52 and can be used through web interfaces, from Chimera, 54 or from the command line.
IMP has been used to produce a wide variety of models; for example, a eukaryotic ribosome, 55 47 chromatin, 15, 59 and the NPC and its subcomplexes. 10, 17, [22] [23] [24] More information about IMP can be found at the IMP website, https://integrativemodeling. org/. The website provides a technical introduction, a tutorial, and a variety of examples to help users get started.
Demonstration
In this section, we will demonstrate the use of the IMP software with two applications-first, determining the structure of a protein complex using IMP's high-level PMI module; and second, building and running a custom integrative modeling protocol using the low-level library. Monospaced text is used below for computer file and folder/directory names, command lines, file contents, and variable and class names.
Software installation
The IMP software is available for Linux, Mac, and Windows at https://integrativemodeling.org/download.html. The examples below also use a number of Python packages (numpy, scipy, scikit-learn, and matplotlib). The easiest way to install IMP and these Python packages is to first install Anaconda Python (https://www.continuum.io) and then run from a command line conda config --add channels salilab conda install imp numpy scipy scikitlearn matplotlib
Modeling of RNA polymerase II
We will first illustrate the use of the PMI interface by determining the localization of two subunits of the ribonucleic acid (RNA) polymerase II complex, a eukaryotic complex of 12 subunits (Rpb1 to Rpb12) that catalyzes DNA transcription to synthesize mRNA strands. The yeast RNA Pol II dissociates into a 10-subunit core and a stalk-like Rpb4/Rpb7 heterodimer protrusion. We will utilize chemical cross-linking coupled with mass spectrometry, 60,61 negative-stain EM, and X-ray crystallography data to reconstruct this stalk, hypothesizing that we know already the structure of the core. The example can be easily generalized to any other set of subunits. 22, 24, 39, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] All files for this example are available in a GitHub repository at https://github.com/salilab/imp_ tutorial/, which should be downloaded to the same computer where IMP is installed.
PMI is controlled by a Python script. As discussed above ( Fig. 1 ), modeling proceeds in four stages. The first three stages (collecting the experimental data; deciding on a representation for the system and converting the data into spatial restraints; and sampling conformations) are all handled by a single Python script. This script can be run by first changing into the rnapolii/modeling directory of the repository and then running the script with Python: python modeling.py
Stage 1-Gathering of data. In this stage, we gather all data that we wish to utilize in structural modeling. In theory, any method that provides structural information can be used. The rnapolii/data folder contains all of the data included in this example (Fig. 3) .
Sequence information. Each residue included in modeling must be specified in a FASTA (https:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/2983426) text file, 1WCM.fasta.txt. This file contains 12 amino acid sequences, corresponding to the 12 subunits in the complex.
Chemical cross-links. Two data sets are used here, 62, 63 stored in the files polii_xlinks.csv and polii_juri.csv. Each file contains multiple comma-separated columns; four of these columns specify the protein and residue number for each of the two linker residues. The length of the crosslinker reagent, 21Å , is not stated in this file; it will be specified later in the Python script.
Electron density maps. The EM map of the entire complex is obtained from the EM Data Bank 64, 65 and stored in file emd_1883.map.mrc.
IMP uses Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) to greatly speed up scoring, by approximating the electron density of both individual protein subunits and experimental EM maps as a sum of 3D Gaussians. 66 A GMM has been created for this experimental map, and is stored in emd_1883.map.mrc.gmm.50.mrc.
3D structure. High-resolution coordinates for all 12 chains of the complex are found in the PDB, 67,68 stored in file 1WCM.pdb.
Stage 2-Representation of subunits and translation of the data into spatial restraints. We represent the complex with spherical beads of varying sizes, which coarsen domains of the complex using several resolution scales simultaneously (at the same time, subunits are also represented with 3D Gaussians to fit them against the EM map). The restraints will be applied to individual resolution scales as appropriate. Beads and Gaussians of a given domain are arranged into either a rigid body or a flexible string, based on the crystallographic structures. In a rigid body, all the beads and Gaussians of a given domain have their relative distances constrained during configurational sampling, while in a flexible string they are restrained by the sequence connectivity. This representation is controlled by means of a topology file, rnapolii/data/ topology.txt, which is read in by the Python script.
After defining the representation of the model, we build the restraints by which the individual structural models will be scored based on the input data. Cross-links. A cross-linking restraint 39 (called ISDCrossLinkMS in the script) is implemented as a distance restraint between two residues. The two residues are each defined by the protein name and the residue number. Because the cross-linking information is per-residue, this restraint is applied to the high-resolution representation (one residue per bead). The script also specifies the length of the cross-linking reagent (21 Å ). Two such restraints are created in the script, one for each cross-link dataset.
Electron microscopy. The GaussianEMRestraint uses a density overlap function to compare model with data, using the previously created GMMs.
Stage 3-Sampling. We are now ready to sample configurations, guided by the scoring function. We use a replica exchange MC scheme 69 (using the ReplicaExchange0 class in the Python script). Each replica is subjected to 200,000 MC 30 sampling steps; at each step, the system is perturbed by randomly rotating and translating each rigid body, and randomly translating each flexible bead. The script generates an output directory containing the following:
pdbs: a directory containing the 100 best-scoring models from the run, in the PDB format. rmfs: a single RMF file (Rich Molecular Format, https://integrativemodeling.org/rmf/) containing all the frames. RMF is a file format specially designed to store coarse-grained, multiresolution, and multistate models, such as those generated by IMP. It is a compact binary format and (as in this case) can also be used to store multiple models or trajectories. Statistics from the sampling, contained in a "statfile," stat.*.out. This file includes the values of each restraint and MC acceptance criteria.
Stage 4-Analysis. In the analysis stage, we cluster (group by similarity) the sampled models to determine high-probability configurations. Comparing clusters may indicate that there are multiple acceptable configurations given the data. Clustering is done using another Python script called clustering.py, found in the rnapolii/analysis directory. This script performs k-means clustering, 70 followed by a basic cluster analysis, including creating localization densities for each subunit. This script can be executed in the same way as before, by changing into the rnapolii/analysis directory and then running:
python clustering.py
The script generates a new directory containing information on the determined clusters, and a subdirectory for each cluster (Fig. 4) . Within the cluster folder are PDB and RMF files containing members of each cluster, localization densities (as .mrc files), and a stat file. All RMF, PDB, and MRC files are viewable in Chimera. 54 A file dist_matrix.pdf is created containing two plots [ Fig. 4(B,C) ]. The first plot (panel B) is the distance matrix of the models after being grouped into clusters. The matrix generally shows the requested number of clusters with much lower within-cluster than between-cluster distance; otherwise, too many clusters may have been chosen.
Localization densities can give a qualitative idea of the precision of a cluster. In Figure 4 (A), we show results from one cluster: the native structure without Rpb4/7 (as spheres), the target density map (in mesh), and the localization densities for Rpb4 and Rpb7 as 3D surfaces (Rpb4 in yellow, Rpb7 in gray). In this case, the localizations are quite narrow and close to the native solution.
Cluster precision. The precision_rmsf.py script can be used to determine the within-and between-cluster differences. To run, use: python precision_rmsf.py It will generate precision.*.*.out files containing precision information in text format, while in each cluster directory it generates PDF files showing the within-cluster residue root-mean-square fluctuation [ Fig. 4(D) ].
Sampling exhaustiveness. As discussed above, integrative structure modeling involves defining the representation of the model system, a scoring function based on input information, and a sampling scheme that generates the models for ranking by the scoring function. Any of these three aspects of integrative modeling can limit the accuracy of the output models. These three limitations are discussed in detail in Ref. 71 . Rather than repeat this discussion, we focus here on outlining our recent advance on assessing the sampling in particular, namely the assessment of model precision at which sampling is likely exhaustive.
Because enumeration of all structures at a desired precision is generally not feasible (too many degrees of freedom that need to be sampled on too fine a grid), we generally use stochastic sampling methods. Therefore, we cannot guarantee sampling exhaustiveness by construction. No characterization of a model at a certain level of precision is valid if the sampling is not exhaustive at that precision.
71,72
Sampling exhaustiveness is not achieved in this demonstration, which is deliberately undersampling to make it faster, but in production modeling, testing for sampling exhaustiveness is the first step of the analysis and validation stage of our four-stage integrative modeling process (Fig. 1) and an objective and automated protocol for this task has been recently described. 72 As a proxy for sampling exhaustiveness, we evaluate whether or not two independently and stochastically generated sets of models are sufficiently similar. Such samples can be obtained, for example, from two independent simulations using random starting models or different random number generator seeds. The protocol includes testing: (1) convergence of the model score; (2) whether model scores for the two samples were drawn from the same parent distribution; (3) whether each structural cluster includes models from each sample proportionally to its size; and (4) whether there is sufficient structural similarity between the two model samples in each cluster. The evaluation also provides the sampling precision, defined as the smallest clustering threshold that satisfies the third, most stringent test. The protocol is validated with the aid of enumerated good-scoring models for five illustrative cases of binary protein complexes. 72 The protocol is general in nature and can be applied to the stochastic sampling of any set of models, not only structural models. In addition, the tests can be used to stop stochastic sampling as soon as exhaustiveness at desired precision is reached, thereby improving sampling efficiency; they may also help in selecting a model representation, that is, sufficiently detailed to be informative, yet also sufficiently coarse for sampling to be exhaustive. The protocol is not applicable to nonstochastic sampling methods or expensive sampling methods that cannot generate a large enough sample of independent models. Further, passing the tests is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for exhaustive sampling; a positive outcome of the test may be misleading if, for example, the landscape contains only a narrow, and thus difficult to find, pathway to the pronounced minimum corresponding to the native state. Nevertheless, based on five illustrative binary protein complexes, we argue that convergence of stochastic sampling at some precision often also indicates sampling exhaustiveness at that precision. This protocol will be incorporated into future versions of the IMP software.
Modeling of the yeast spindle pole body core
Background. Accurate duplication, assembly, and regulation of the centrosome is crucial for proper partitioning of chromosomes during cell division. [73] [74] [75] [76] The spindle pole body (SPB) of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a simple model of the centrosome. 77 All of its components have been identified and localized within its structure by immuno-EM, 78 yet little is known about its molecular architecture.
We recently 79 determined the molecular architecture of part of the SPB core comprised of the Central Plaque (CP) and Intermediate Layer 2 (IL2) by Bayesian integrative structure modeling, 80 based on data from in vivo FRET, SAXS, X-ray crystallography, yeast two-hybrid, EM, and genetic experiments (Fig. 5) . The corresponding integrative modeling is outlined below. Files constituting the input data, scripts, and outputs are available in a GitHub repository at https://github.com/integrativemodeling/spb, together with a more detailed description of the protocol.
Software. In this example, the low-level IMP C11 library was used directly (Fig. 2) . Restraints, sampling procedures, and modeling protocols specific to the SPB system were implemented in C11 in a custom IMP module called "spb," which is included in IMP version 2.8.0 and later. The tools supporting the four stages of the modeling protocol ( Fig. 1) are standalone C11 programs (included with IMP).
Configuration files. All SPB executables take as input a configuration file that specifies their parameters. These files are in the GitHub repository in the config_files directory. Each file contains parameters common to all SPB executables (global parameters), which are documented in the file itself.
Stage 1-Gathering of data. As before, the first step is to collect all data that describe the system. These data can be found in files in the inputs directory.
Data from EM 81, 82 identified the SPB core proteins, which include Spc42, Cmd1, Spc29, Spc110-C, and Cnm67-C. 41 FRET R data points obtained by in vivo FRET spectroscopy 83 informed the spatial proximities of the termini of the SPB and the coiled-coil of Spc110 (files shared_inputs/fret_2014.dat and shared_inputs/fret_new_exp.dat).
A low-resolution cryo-EM density map of overexpressed Spc42 84 informed the P3 symmetry of Spc42, and other model parameters such as the range of the primitive unit cell size and the maximum coiled-coil tilt angle for Spc42 (file analysis/SPB_2d_padded.tiff). SAXS profiles of the Spc110/Cmd1 subcomplex and Spc29 informed their shapes and the distance between the N-and C-termini for Spc29. The crystal structure of Cnm67-C 86 (in files shared_inputs/3OA7_A.pdb and shared_in-puts/3OA7_B.pdb), homology model of domainswapped Spc110/Cmd1 subcomplex (files shared_inputs/4DS7_*_swapped.pdb), and homology models of coiled-coil domains of Spc42 (files shared_inputs/CC_78_A.pdb and shared_in-puts/CC_78_B.pdb), and Spc110 (files shared_inputs/CC_120_A.pdb and shared_inputs/ CC_120_B.pdb) provided high-resolution structural information on these components. Metallothionein-tagged cryo-electron tomography helped identify the possible stoichiometry of Spc29.
Some other sources of data were excluded from the modeling, but used to validate the final model. These include the presence of the IL2-CP gap and hexagonal lattice spacing of Spc42 from EM; 84 genetic analysis of Spc110; molecular weight estimation of Spc110/Cmd1 dimer and Spc29 by SAXS; and yeast two-hybrid data.
Stage 2-Representation of subunits and translation of the data into spatial restraints. Cnm67-C, Spc110/Cmd1 subcomplex, and coiled-coil domains of Spc42 and Spc110 were represented as rigid bodies at a resolution of 10 residues per bead, while green fluorescent proteins (GFPs) were represented as rigid bodies with 50 residues per bead. For domains whose structure is unknown but expected to be extended, such as Spc29 and Spc42-C, only the termini were represented by 10-residue beads. Other domains without known structure were represented by approximately 60 residues per bead.
The restraints on the SPB model included the Bayesian FRET restraint, 41 cryo-EM density restraint, restraints on the unit cell size, CP thickness and tilt angle of coiled-coil domains, planar restraints for Spc42 termini, restraints based on SAXS shape and yeast two-hybrid data, Cnm67-Spc42 binding site restraint, restraint on the length of Spc29, sequence connectivity, and excluded volume restraints.
Stage 3-Sampling. To increase the efficiency of sampling, the model was sampled with symmetry constraints. 79 Each hexagonal supercell was modeled as a triple of rhomboid primitive unit cells. The central supercell and the surrounding six hexagonal supercells were modeled in effect as an infinite lattice. A Gibbs sampler based on MC enhanced by Parallel Tempering (PT) 87 was used to sample model coordinates as well as other parameters from the (1) gathering of data, (2) representation of subunits and translation of the data into spatial restraints, (3) configurational sampling to produce an ensemble of structures that satisfies the restraints, and (4) analysis and validation of the ensemble structures. The process is iterative, until an acceptable model is obtained. B: The input data is encoded into spatial restraints and used to generate structural models. Starting from initial random configurations, a MC Gibbs sampler with PT in the WTE is used to generate an ensemble of models (first row). The models are then analyzed and additional weights are calculated to incorporate EM data not used in the sampling and to remove the effect of the WTE bias (second row). Models are subsequently grouped into clusters of similar models (third row). For each cluster, localization densities of individual SPB components are generated (fourth row). Finally, the agreement between experimental FRET data and the structural models is computed (fifth row).
posterior distribution, such as the unit cell size, CP thickness, and FRET parameters. To further enhance sampling, PT was carried out in the welltempered ensemble (WTE). 88 This sampling is performed by the spb program in IMP. Parameters related to the MC sampler and PT algorithm are specified in the configuration file under Parameters Gibbs sampling-Monte Carlo 1 Replica Exchange. Parameters for the WTE algorithm are specified under the WTE section. The parameters were tuned for the SPB modeling and should be adapted when modeling a different system.
Once the configuration file (e.g., config_-files/production/sample/config.ini) and input files (from inputs/shared_inputs) are placed in a working directory, the sampling program spb is executed in parallel in that directory using the following command:
mpirun -np 8 spb_sample
For each replica (eight in this case), the SPB sampling program produces the following output files, that are used in further modeling steps:
log: contains all the basic information for each model produced in the sampling stage; traj: this trajectory file contains all the structural models produced during sampling, as an RMF file; trajisd: this trajectory file contains for each structural model stored in traj the corresponding value of all the Bayesian parameters used in the modeling.
Stage 4-Analysis, clustering, and fit with data. In the published study, 79 assessment of the SPB models began with a test of the thoroughness of structural sampling. This test included structural clustering of the models. The model precision was estimated as the distance cutoff for defining a cluster (15 Å ) , and the variability in the ensemble of structures was visualized using localization probability density maps. Next, models were assessed by quantification of the structure fit to the input information. Models were also assessed by cross-validation: each time 95% of the FRET data was randomly selected and modeling was performed to see if the models recovered were similar to the original model and they fit the unused FRET data. Finally, the structures were assessed by data not used to compute them.
Analysis. The program spb_analysis analyzes the models produced during the sampling stage. Most importantly, spb_analysis quantifies the agreement with the EM data (not used as a restraint in the generation of models) and calculates a reweighting term to update the probability of the model upon incorporation of the EM data. Furthermore, spb_analysis calculates the unbiasing weight to correct for the presence of the metadynamics (WTE) bias potential during the sampling stage. The models to analyze are loaded from multiple RMF files, each named frame.rmf and containing a single model among all those sampled. These models can be extracted from the RMF generated by program spb using the scripts available in the GitHub repository in the scripts/analysis directory. See the Parameters specific to analysis section in the config files for parameters used by spb_analysis. Once the configuration file is prepared, and all input files are in place, the analysis program spb_analysis is executed on all the individual RMF frames, as follows, for each extracted frame (see also scripts/analysis/job_ analysis.sh): spb_analysis The outputs of spb_analysis are, for each frame: a log file, which contains the total score from all the restraints used during the modeling stage, the rescoring weight to account for the WTE bias potential and the EM map, the values of all the Bayesian parameters, and the cross-correlation with the EM map a fret file, with the value of the forward model for each FRET R measurement the frame itself, in the RMF directory Clustering. The program spb_cluster performs structural clustering of the ensemble of models, taking into account the model unbiasing weight obtained in the previous analysis step, using a modified GROMOS clustering algorithm. 89 The extra input for clustering (apart from shared input files) is label.dat, a file containing the names of beads/ domains to include in the distance root-mean-square deviation calculation. See the Parameters specific to clustering section in the config files for adjustable parameters.
Before running spb_cluster, one needs a file weight.dat that lists model weights (see also scripts/cluster/job_cluster.sh). The clustering executable is then run as follows:
spb_cluster The outputs from spb_cluster include three files:
cluster_center contains the list of clusters, with the cluster population, cluster center, cluster diameter, and mean distance between models in the cluster; cluster_distance contains pairwise distances between cluster centers; cluster_traj_score_weight contains the cluster identity for each model. Each line contains the model number, its cluster, model score, model weight, and unit cell size in the model.
One can also obtain a representative model (topscoring model) for each cluster using the scripts/ cluster/get_top_scoring_model.sh script.
Density maps. The program spb_density_ perbead calculates the localization probability density maps. Apart from the shared input files, we need one other extra file for running spb_densi-ty_perbead, called lista_frames.dat, which contains a list of the model RMFs (and the corresponding Bayesian parameter RMFs) of the cluster we are interested in. It is automatically generated using the script in scripts/density_per-bead/job_density_perbead.sh.
See the Parameters specific to density map section in the config files for adjustable parameters. The executable can then be run as (more cores will make this run faster):
mpirun -np 64 spb_density_perbead
The outputs are files *.dx corresponding to the densities of different proteins and domains. Also produced is a file HM.dat, that provides the value of the densities at half the maximum. The script scripts/chimera/create_chimera_command_ file_densities.sh can be used to display the densities in Chimera.
Fit with FRET data. The models in a cluster are then assessed by their fit to FRET data in two ways. First, the average FRET R value from the models is compared against the average FRET R value from experiment, assessing whether the model FRET R value fits the experimental FRET R value within the experimental error. Second, the distribution of FRET R values from the models is compared against the distribution of raw experimental values.
The inputs for calculating FRET fit are files fret_exp.dat, the file containing FRET averages and standard deviations from experiment, and rawdata_all_date.csv, containing the raw FRET values from experiment. These two files are in inputs/fretfit. Additionally, the file cluster_-traj_score_weight.dat from the earlier clustering step is used. The scripts are run as below, assuming CLUS-TER_NUMBER is the number of the cluster we are interested in, ANALYSIS is the directory containing the output of spb_analysis, and SUFFIX is the name of the output file. python plot_FRETR_summary.py CLUSTER_NUMBER cluster_traj_score_weight.dat ANALYSIS fret_exp.dat SUFFIX python plot_FRETR_distribution.py CLUSTER_NUMBER cluster_traj_score_weight.dat ANALYSIS fret_exp.dat rawdata_all_date.csv SUFFIX The summary and distribution scripts produce PDF output files.
Conclusion
Integrative structure determination is a powerful approach for obtaining 3D structures of systems that are refractive to single methods alone. The IMP software provides a range of tools to build protocols for integrative modeling, together with some readymade protocols for common integrative modeling problems. A wide variety of biological systems have already been characterized with the aid of IMP (https://integrativemodeling.org/systems/). The computational methods used in these applications are similar to those demonstrated here.
Publication of macromolecular structures includes deposition of coordinates and X-ray scattering factors, 67 NMR restraints, 90 and EM particle images. 64 However, the complete modeling protocol for integrative modeling is still rarely available in a usable form, [91] [92] [93] making reproduction and use of the published results laborious or even impossible. To address this issue and others, the wwPDB established a Hybrid/Integrative Methods Task Force. 94 Following the Task Force recommendations, the mmCIF file format used to archive PDB structures has been extended to support the deposition of integrative models, together with information on the input data used and the modeling protocol. A prototype archive, PDB-Development (PDB-Dev, https:// pdb-dev.wwpdb.org/) 42 currently contains three example mmCIF integrative models generated by IMP. 22, 45, 46 A wide variety of researchers stand to benefit from this archive. For example, experimental labs will be able to use a deposited model to plan experiments by simulating potential benefits gained from new data. Computational groups will more easily experiment with new scoring, sampling, and analysis methods, without having to reimplement the existing methods from scratch. Finally, the authors themselves will maximize the impact of their work, increasing the odds that their results are incorporated into future modeling.
